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Speaker recognition as an important technology in modern biological information
recognition area, it can confirm the identity of speaker based on the speech
signal. Since 1999, NIST speaker recognition evaluation results show that, GMM-
UBM recognition framework which gets target speaker GMM model from
universial background model (UBM) adaptively can better characterize the
speaker’s personality. However, GMM is just trained from the target speaker
training data which is only one class, also, directly using GMM likelihood scoring
to classify has shortages of large computation and poor classification ability. SVM
classifier using GMM mean super vector as input, through non-linear kernel
function carry out binary classification, to some extent, it improves the
performance of speaker recognition. But SVM has much difficulty in handling the
unbalance and great deal of data. Sparse representation theory proves that
compressible signal could be seen as a linear combination of base elements from
the same class which most of the coefficients are zero, can realize signal
classification. In this article, we delved the sparse representation methods of
speech signal and proposed a speaker verification system based on sparse
representation. The main research contents and results are as follows:
(1).Analysed the sparse representation theory systematically and studied the
sparse representation method of speech signal. Due to speech signal’s sparse
and reconfigurable ability, it is feasible to do sparse representation of speech
signal. In addition, sparse representation theory proves that compressible signal
could be seen as a linear combination of base elements from the same class.
Therefore, using sparse representation to classify speech signal can achieve well
results.
(2).This thesis proposed a speaker verification system based on sparse













built dictionary by the target and background speakers GMM mean supervector,
then computed sparse coefficients by   minimization, got the results by
reconstruction error at last. Experiments on NIST06 showed that comparing with
GMM-UBM baseline system, 1.27% relative reduction was achieved in EER.
Further, we proposed a fusion system of GMM-SRC and GMM-UBM, comparing
with GMM-UBM baseline system, 2.35% relative reduction was achieved in EER.
(3). For GMM-SRC speaker verification system, this thesis proposed a new
dictionary learning method. Adding classified information in the dictionary
updating  process, and then used the D-KSVD algorithm to train the dictionary.
Allowing  the performance of a linear classifier and the representational power of
the dictionary being considered at the same time. At last, we proposed a speaker
verification system based on D-KSVD. Comparing with GMM-UBM baseline
system, 3.32% relative reduction was achieved in EER.
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